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EDITORIAL

Congressman Markey Appears in Second Life

T

his is the first of what may become a regular editorial column in
the SLEngineer. Sometimes, builds or events occur in Second
Life (SL) that are difficult to cover in an objective manner without introducing some level of conjecture or comment that may be
considered too opinionated to be presented in an article. So the
SLEngineer shall introduce topics such as those in an editorial type
format.
This month, we begin by covering what may end
up a historic moment in political history—the
decision by Congressman Edward Markey to
make a formal presentation in Second Life rather
than travel to the United Nations conference in
Bali, Indonesia, to deliver a speech related to
the environment.

80% by 2050. Congressman Markey said, “This is not a political issue—this is a moral issue. It is red, white, and blue. Make it your New
Year’s resolution that you will help renew the health of your planet.”
Not only was this the first time that an official member of Congress
chose to deliver a speech in a 3-D virtual world instead of in person,
but the event showcased how such a format provides for a better connection between a legislator and an audience.

“Make it your New Year’s
resolution that you will help
renew the health of your

With just an Internet link and an account in
Second Life, anyone interested could directly
ask Congressman Markey any question or
propose any comments. This was exemplified
by the opportunity offered a member of the
teen grid who was able to participate by sending over a question that was answered by
Congressman Markey. Such an attempt by a
politician to better interact with citizens is
something to be applauded.

At 5:30 p.m. PST on Dec. 11, 2007, Congressplanet”
man Markey logged into Second Life and showed
up at the OneWorld Meeting sim to address an
assembly of approximately 60 avatars and an
-Congressman Edward Markey
Rarely do we, as designers, have the type of
unknown number of others listening in from
opportunity that was available at Congressother sims, the teen grid, and a Web site
man Markey’s presentation to offer direct
streaming a feed from SL. Upon arriving, Coninput. Most of us rely on our professional societies to take up our
gressman Markey said, “I teleported to take advantage of the ability to
cause—whether it is addressing global warming or increasing funding
limit my carbon footprint by coming here. This is my first foray into
for failed infrastructure—and in the end, few of us really end up having
Second Life, but it won’t be my last.”
any significant input at all.
Addressing a group of people from all over the U.S. and across the
If you are a designer, and you are still under the impression that poliglobe, Congressman Markey indicated he was presenting in Second
tics doesn’t affect your work so you need not be involved, think again.
Life “not only to draw attention to the rapidly evolving capacity of the
One of the final comments in the Congressman’s speech was that
Web but to stop global warming before it stops us.”
building code upgrades may need to be increased to decrease emisThe Congressman talked of work by the legislative body to increase
sions from building. And, only now, do those of us dealing with these
fuel economy by 10 mpg in 10 years and plans to introduce climate
issues have an opportunity to not only listen as the ideas are prechange legislation on the Senate floor some time next year.
sented, but we have the chance to offer input and ask questions by
just teleporting in.
This move by the country’s legislative body is backed by 27 major U.S.
corporations that have called on Congress to decrease emissions 60%–
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Carbon Emission House

E

ach year, Elon University takes advantage of the unique capa-

A movie screen and seating are located outside in the

bilities of Second Life (SL) to illustrate, present,

yard. Visitors can watch a movie developed by the stu-

and share the results of student research not

dents about the house. There is also a gazebo in the yard

only with fellow students, but with the whole world. In

with additional information about the exhibits.

2007, 60 students enrolled in Chaac Amarula’s real life
astronomy class used SL tools to create exhibits, planetarium shows, and movies related to topics in the book,
“An Inconvenient Truth.”
Action

Reduction in Pounds of Carbon Dioxide Emissions

Switching from incandescent bulbs
to fluorescent light bulbs

300

Properly insulating the walls and
ceilings of a home

2000

Running the dishwasher only with
a full load while using the energy
saving setting
Using a low flow shower head and
washing clothes in cold or warm
water
Air drying clothes on a clothes line
for 6 months of the year

100

On Sat., Dec. 8, 2007, Elon University hosted the unveiling of one of
these exhibits: the Carbon Emission House in Second Life—a build developed by several students working to illustrate the amount of carbon
used in an average home.
According to the notecard delivered at the site, the
Carbon Emissions Footprint House, located on the
Elon sim, is similar to the average American home
and is intended to educate individuals about the impact of their day to day actions on the environment.
Visitors are encouraged to follow a path of stepping
stones passing through the living room, kitchen, office, bathroom, bedroom, and garage. In each room, a basket distributes a notecard with
information about the level of carbon dioxide emissions and the environmental impacts of specific household objects.
Green particle gas is used throughout the home to illustrate the carbon
dioxide released into the atmosphere from particular objects.
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500

700

Recycling half the amount of
waste generated by a household

2400

Turning up the air conditioning in
the summer and turning down the
heating in the winter
Choosing an alternate method of
transportation than a car

2000

January 2008

1500

FEATURE STORY
KITCHEN & LIVING ROOM
In the kitchen, visitors are encouraged to eat locally grown food
because imported food uses more energy for its transportation to
market. Visitors are also advised to decrease beef consumption
because cattle farming is one of the harshest agricultural uses on
the environment and can lead to the desertification of the areas
of the U.S.
Additional information includes the fact that the smelting process
used to manufacture aluminum for soda cans is energy intensive,
and it releases perflurocarbons into the atmosphere that trap
heat.
Tips for decreasing carbon emissions in the living room are similar to those given throughout the rest of the home.

OFFICE
The Carbon Emission House illustrates the emissions that emanate from the use of a fireplace and electronic devices that are
left on or remain plugged in after use.
Suggestions given in the office area include tips from the U.S.
EPA such as replacing incandescent bulbs
with compact fluorescent light bulbs—a
move that can result in a 60% reduction in
energy use.
Energy can also be saved by better regulating temperatures in the home through the
use of a programmable thermostat. This
allows heat and air conditioning use to be reduced when occupants are away
leading to a possible savings of $100 per year.

BATHROOM
Information distributed in the bathroom of the Carbon Emission House indicates that the additional
bathrooms found in today’s average home can lead to increased
water consumption. Because water treatment and distribution
require a large amount of energy, minimizing water usage in the
bathroom can help decrease a community’s energy costs.
The Carbon Emission House offers the following water conservation tips in the bathroom: turn off the water while you brush your
teeth, taking shorter showers, use leftover drinking water to
water plants, use a low-flow shower head, and wash clothes in
cold or warm water.

BEDROOM
The bedroom in the Carbon Emission House demonstrates carbon
emissions from typical electronic devices such as lights and televisions. Because electrical devices that are plugged into an outlet
use electricity even when turned off, visitors are advised to make
sure unused electronic devices are not only turned off, but unplugged.
Proper insulation in the walls and ceiling of a home can save 25%
of an average home’s heating costs. Depending on adopted building codes in an area, insulation may also be a requirement to
meet local building regulations. The International Residential
Code, published by the International Code Council, has further
information regarding energy efficiency code requirements for
residential construction.
January 2008
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GARAGE
The garage area of the exhibit conveys the importance of reducing fuel consumption by decreasing the use of automotive vehicles and purchasing more fuel efficient models.
A notecard suggests that keeping vehicles maintained and using
a rotary lawn mower will also decrease the use of gasoline and
electricity.

Web Sites with Energy Savings
Tips
http://www.energystar.gov/products
http://www.simplyinsulate.com

Free Online Carbon Footprint
Calculators

http://www.energyguide.com
http://www.standby.lbl.gov/index.html
http://www.powerint.com/greenroom/faqs.htm

http://www.climatecrises.net

http://www.eere.energy.gov/consumer/renewable_energy/

http://www.carbonfootprint.com

http://www.americawalks.org

http://www.safeclimate.net

http://www.bikeleague.org
http://www.betterworldclub.com/travel/index.htm
http://www.newdream.org
http://www.net.org/warming

About Elon University
Elon University, founded in 1889, is a private school located
on a 575-acre campus in the Piedmont region of North Carolina. According to the school’s Web site, 4,939 undergraduate
and 517 graduate students attend Elon, and the school has a
full-time faculty of 310 teaching 50 undergraduate majors.

engineering, chemistry/chemical engineering, and environmental studies/engineering.
Graduate studies are available in business administration and
education, and doctoral programs include physical therapy

Individual colleges on campus are:

•
•
•
•
•

College of Arts and Sciences
Martha and Spencer Love School of Business
School of Communications
School of Education
School of Law

The federal government’s Corporation for National and Community Service named Elon University one of the top three in
the nation for community service. Elon was also named by
Newsweek-Kaplan the hottest college in the nation for student engagement in its 2006 guide.

Specific engineering programs offered include engineering
physics, engineering mathematics, computer science/
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More information about Elon University can be found on the
school’s Web site at http://www.elon.edu/home/
January 2008

ENGINEERING BUILDS

ENGINEERING-RELATED BUILDS IN SECOND LIFE
The SLEngineer is exploring the grid looking for engineering-related builds that may interest you. If you
have a build that may appeal to our readers, send a brief description and photo to mail@slengineer.org
The bridge below spans the Imogen sim.
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Siemens PLM Software

Tapping into SL’s collaborative environment
The software developed by Siemens PLM Software manages

work in the engineering field. “We wanted to show that there

or creates more than 40% of the world’s 3-D data. So it is no

are other uses for 3-D software besides gaming and anima-

surprise that in late 2006 the company started talking about

tion,” said Kelley. “At first, we were a little less successful at

developing a site in Second Life (SL)—a 3-D virtual world.

achieving that goal. We had re-purposed our existing Web

Soon after talks began, an island was purchased and the Sie-

site and found that didn’t work so we re-worked our sim to

mens Innovation Connection sim was constructed. Siemens

take advantage of the unique capabilities of SL. We have tried

PLM Software announced the opening of their sim in April

to provide an experience of using our software within SL.”

2007 at the company’s user conference held in Long Beach,
Calif. “Launching at our user’s conference gave us a unique

“For our existing customers who are not familiar with SL, we

opportunity to get immediate feedback from our users,” said

are working to allow them to take geometry they create with

Chris Kelley, vice president of partner and platform marketing

our tools and bring it into SL,” said

at Siemens PLM Software.

Kelley, “We have been in some detailed discussions with Linden Labs.

“In the future, virtual worlds will be

However, right now Linden Labs is

connection to users was one of two

a platform for a way in which real

focusing on stability of the servers

primary goals Siemens PLM Software

and valuable work will get done.”

and the environment so we are trying

With over 51,000 customers, this

had in mind when establishing their
sim. Several of the company’s customers, such as General Motors and

-Chris Kelley, Siemens PLM Software

to develop something using the existing platform and are working with a
partner on the implementation.”

Nissan, were already established in
the metaverse and joining them in

The ability to import drawings created

Second Life offered Siemens PLM Software the opportunity to

in a 3-D software application into SL is a feature on the wish

work with them on exploring how the virtual world can en-

list of many SL residents who work with modeling software in

hance product development.

real life. The commitment by Siemens PLM Software to offer
this capability and fine tune it with the help of their customer

But Siemens PLM Software also had another goal in mind; the

base will allow for greater collaboration during the planning

island was developed to provide a glimpse of what it is like to

and design phase of product development.
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The island is also occasionally used by the
Siemens PLM Software staff to hold company
meetings. “There is something that is unique
about the virtual world that is more than just
getting on a conference call,” said Kelley. “If
all of the members are open to the idea of
using a virtual world platform and participating, the meeting offers a richer experience.
One thing that has held us back from having
more meetings than we do is the difficulty of
getting graphics and documents into SL to
share.” He thought that meetings would be
more useful in SL if there was a better
method of importing or accessing files and
documents that could then be viewed by all
those present at a meeting.
As for the future of virtual worlds, Kelley
said, “There has been a fundamental shift in
the way we think of how applications and
data work, and the ability for companies to interact with their
customers in 3-D is a game changer. In the future, virtual worlds
will be a platform for a way in which real and valuable work will

The JCB DIESELMAX car is powered by the world’s
fastest diesel engine. According to the JCB Web site,
this was the first car designed entirely by computer.

get done.”

A Gallery of Innovation
Visitors to the Siemens

the 1.5 million parts that make up an airplane. Other displays along

PLM Software Innovation

the pavilion use videos and Web site links to highlight ways that

Connection sim arrive in a

Siemens PLM Software products are used in the automotive and

welcome area where they

transportation industry, the development of consumer products, the

can find out more infor-

high tech and electronics industry, and in the machinery and indus-

mation about the PLM

trial fields.

business unit of Siemens,
a company headquartered in Berlin and Munich. Nearby is an attrac-

At the end of the product pavilion, visitors will find a client gallery
showcasing the following:

•

products and success stories from various Siemens PLM Software
customers.
The first stop along the pavilion highlights the JCB
DIESELMAX car—a record-breaking achievement, according to the JCB Web site, as the first car designed entirely
by computer. This car is powered by the world’s fastest
diesel engine. Video and notecards in this area offer further information related to NX 5, a Siemens PLM Software

Hendrick Motorsports use of Siemens PLM Software solutions
to develop parts for cars

tive pavilion offering more information about Siemens PLM Software

•

Alloy’s use of NX as a 3-D creation and management tool to
support their total digital model approach to product design.

•

Proctor & Gamble’s collaboration

with Siemens PLM Software to develop Teamcenter Research Knowledge Management (RKM), the first
PLM software designed to capture and
share lab research knowledge.

product used for digital product development.

•

The next display is related to the aerospace and defense

model engine components and the

industry and showcases a conceptual aerospace design

use of Femap Express to perform

model build in Second Life (SL). The related video dis-

structural analysis of the company’s

cusses how Siemens PLM Software products can help or-

designs.

Revetec’s use of Solid Edge to

ganize and manage product-related information such as
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SolidWorks: A 3-D Modeling Company in a 3-D World

W

ith a tropical, fun island build, SolidWorks has joined the
ever-growing group of computer-aided design software
companies setting up shop in Second Life, SL. Based in
Concord, Mass., this 14-year-old company develops and sells 3-D
mechanical design solutions, analysis tools, data management solutions, and other products that offer design communication and collaboration, enhanced CAD productivity, and 3-D online catalog solutions.
The island conveys a sense of innovation and excitement with the
blending of videos highlighting the company’s products
and entertainment-based SL attractions such as racing,
windsurfing, and hang gliding. And of course the ubiquitous free t-shirt; however, SolidWorks also offers a few
additional items modeled on their tropical theme – a
Hawaiian shirt, dress, and MooBella Ice Cream.

is a small sandbox for use by anyone who may want to try redesigning their free race car, and proud designers can drop a notecard at this location with a description of their race car design.
Some may even find their designs used for future race cars on the
island.

Summary of videos displayed on the SolidWorks sim

•

•

The Rwanda government purchased SolidWorks software to use in the classroom in an effort to increase
learning opportunities for school children of that country.

•

An introduction to the Design that Matters program
in which students use their engineering skills to help conceive, design, and produce products that can be used to
better the lives of those living in developing countries.

The island is terraformed with a winding path leading
around an island flanked by beaches, mountains, tropical plants, and water features. Visitors arrive in an open
welcome area where they can view the island’s map
and event announcements. There is also a free cap to
take that will call out specific points of interest as the
visitor strolls along the path wearing the cap.
Video screens placed along the path offer information about projects involving the use of SolidWorks software. One display demonstrates a product, the Saw Stop, designed with the use of SolidWorks. There is an impressive virtual table saw in this display that
is scripted to run when clicked.
A student design gallery lines a portion of the path near the center
of the island. In this area, there is also racetrack where a visitor
can buy a race car for $0L and race the car around a track. Nearby
Page 12
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Ohio State University students, with the use of SolidWorks
software, planned, designed, and produced The Buckey Bullet, the world’s fastest electric vehicle, clocked at 321
mph in Oct. 2004.

•

Explanation of how MIT students used SolidWorks
software to build a commuter car.

• Presentation of the educational program launched in
Norway to increase the number of students choosing engineering as a career. The country has purchased 30,000 seats
of the SolidWorks software to implement training on the software for all school children in that country.
•

Video demonstration of SawStop’s safety system. This display
not only has a fascinating video of the safe operation of a
table saw, but there is a fine 3-D model of a table saw that
has been built in SL.

January 2008
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

SOFTWARE IN SCHOOLS

DESIGN CONTEST WINNERS

SANDBOX

RACETRACK

PRODUCT DEMOS
SOFTWARE FEATURES
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Autodesk, a 25-year-old company that has helped define
the computer-aided drafting and design profession, opened
an island in Second Life (SL) early in 2007. The island, terraformed in the shape of their logo—a world with an arrow—
is divided into several topic-oriented regions.
Arriving in the welcome area, visitors find themselves in a
pavilion with sofas and informative panels covering several
topics related to Autodesk events and products. A portion of
the area highlights Autodesk University, an annual event
hosted by Autodesk in Las Vegas. The remaining displays
distribute landmarks to product-related builds on the island.
Before leaving the welcome area, visitors can pick up a free
Autodesk t-shirt to wear in-world.
The island is staffed regularly by an Autodesk employee on
Mondays and Fridays at 10 a.m. and on Wednesdays at 3
p.m. PST.
The west side of the sim is dedicated to displaying plan
imports and model home builds using Autodesk and SL
tools. One display has an architectural plan imported into SL
from an Autodesk product and laid out on the ground as a
texture. The exhibit shows how buildings can be constructed
in SL using this type of plan as a guide.
An entire model home has also been constructed on the site
for visitors to stroll through and leave comments. Near the
model home, a large scale model of a typical wall section
has been set up to illustrate components that go into its
construction.
For fun and relaxation, Autodesk has set up Zarf Park, a
playground offering benches, swingsets, merry-go-round,
and play structure with a slide.
Across the arrow-shaped river, on the eastern edge of the
sim, lies an exhibit area with concept demos. This section of
the island portrays several of the Autodesk software products. There are also SL models of a few real life designs
created with Autodesk software.
In the display dedicated to Maya, the notecard reads, “this
demo shows an experiment in progress in connecting Maya to Second Life
via their respective scripting languages, MEL and LSL.” A notecard is available with information supplied from J. Adrian Herbez describing a method
he created to integrate SL and Maya tools. On his Web site, Herbez describes this process. “The solution has two components- a MEL script
(SLmodel.mel), and a ‘replicator’ object in Second Life. SLmodel.mel provides the user with the tools very similar to Second Life's primitive

creation tools. Content is created by using the script along with Maya's
conventional movement, rotation, and scaling tools. Once a model has
been created in Maya, the script provides a textual description of the collection of primitives that can be used to recreate the object in Second Life.
To create the object in Second Life, the above text is copied and pasted
into a notecard in the inventory of the replicator object. Once the information has been added to the notecard, a copy of the original object can be
created by touching the replicator.”
An example of the result of this integration, a teapot created in Maya and
rezzed in SL, is displayed and available for purchase for $0L.
There is also an exhibit portraying an object created by Tom King, another
innovator working to bridge SL and traditional CAD tools such as Autodesk
3ds Max. The object highlighted in this area is the result of a model built
in SL and textured with a graphic that was rendered in Autodesk 3ds Max
using normal mapping.

Photo above: Imported architectural plans can be used to
facilitate layout of 3-D models

The northeastern portion of the island showcases
more of Autodesk products through the use of
videos. One of these videos is set up in the stage
area and illustrates how an architect uses Second
Life to help clients finalize house plans.

in Second Life.

The stage area has also been used to host several
events such as “Using Second Life as Part of Your
Architectural Practice,” “Green Design as Civic
Engagement,” and “Future Challenges: Global
Photo left: A model home on the Creative Contexts.”
island illustrates the ability to
showcase proposed designs in
Second Life.
January 2008

The southern portion of the sim hosts a representation of an architectural studio, Crescendo Designs.
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Autodesk—Guiding us into the future
In 2007, Autodesk celebrated its 25th year of providing de-

Bass gave several points of advice. “Make things better

sign-related software to an ever expanding customer base.

through innovation. Innovative design and engineering can

What initially started out as drawing software used by archi-

and should be a sustainable differentiator. Make things that

tects and engineers to replicate hand-drawn plans has

make us feel better about ourselves, and you are more likely

evolved to a full product line also used by the gaming and

to succeed by doing this.”

movie industries.
The third trend, the infrastructure boom, is also driving indusThose who started out on the drafting board realize that Auto-

try change. Our country, along with other developed coun-

desk was one of the primary companies moving the industry

tries, have miles of roads and utility lines that are in need of

from ink and paper to computer and plotter. And based on

repair while undeveloped countries are in the process of build-

presentations made at the 2007 Autodesk University, Auto-

ing new infrastructure. Estimates indicate that 40 trillion dol-

desk is continuing to encourage the world to embrace tech-

lars are required to build, rebuild, and repair the world’s infra-

nology and propel the design industry into the future.

structure.

At the 2007 Autodesk University, held in Las Vegas and at-

Bass gave a few examples—China plans to build 30 new air-

tended by over 10,000, several leaders in the CAD industry

ports and expand 30 others. India plans to build 24,000 miles

talked about the rapidly changing technology of our world.

of road. In industrial nations, the cost to repair existing infra-

Carl Bass, chief executive officer and president of Autodesk,

structure reaches almost two trillion dollars. Bass noted that

Inc., said, “We have an obligation to respond to this change

of all the buildings that will exist in the year 2030—half have

as creatively and as cleverly as we know how. The way we

not been built today. Yet, the world is faced with meeting

respond will have a huge impact on the world we live in and

these challenges with an aging and shrinking workforce and a

the world we pass onto our children.”

rising price for commodities.

He noted four trends defining this rapid development in our

All of this drives our need to embrace technology because we

industry—the first being the move to a digital life. Computers

will need to use technology not only to build, but to monitor
and maintain. “We will need to reverse

and technology have changed not only
the way we do business, but the way
we live our lives. Bass quoted statistics that indicate we watch over 100
million videos online every day, and
upload 65,000 new video clips each

“The challenges we are facing
are daunting; the opportunities
are enormous. What this will
require of us is absolutely our

trends in education and immigration and
tap into the global labor pool,” said Bass,
“we need to run these large projects
more efficiently and more effectively. The
entire lifecycle has become more digital.”

best design and our best

day.

engineering.”
our lives today in ways that enhance

Finally, the last trend noted by Bass is
the rising cost of energy and global cli-

Because we relate and communicate in

-Carl Bass, Autodesk

mate change driven by the purely economic cost of energy, the economic cost

our experiences and increase our expectations from products and the companies that deliver

of wars and geopolitical cost, and the availability of raw mate-

those products, companies must change their approach to

rials. He said, “many of these challenges can be addressed

meet these increased expectations. Bass said companies

through a more sustainable approach to design.”

“need to do this in ways that are as fun as You Tube. If we
don’t provide that level of experience it just will not be good

Bass proposed a new definition of sustainability necessary to

enough. It changes the way we work , the way we play, and

keep in mind as we move forward. This new definition of sus-

the way we communicate.”

tainability will challenge us to meet the needs of the present
while improving the ability of future generations to meet their

Bass noted the next trend, globalization, is supported by the

needs.

increasing importance of emerging economies. This trend has
brought about access to global talent, cheaper labor, sources

In summary, Bass said, “the challenges we are all facing are

of supply, new markets, and increased competition for every-

daunting; the opportunities are enormous. What this will re-

one. Companies and their employees have to ask them-

quire of us is absolutely our best design and our best engi-

selves, how do we compete?

neering.”
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If you build in Second Life, you may have a texture folder that has become unmanageable, making the
process of quickly locating the right images for a project a difficult and frustrating task. Fortunately
there are at least 20 texture organizers available for sale in-world, all with a variety of different looks
and features designed to help organize your textures. But researching such a variety of organizers and
features can take time away from more important tasks like building so the SLEngineer Magazine has
stepped in to help you make this choice. We visited each point of sale, researched the different choices,
contacted the product designers, and compiled all this information for you. Following is a short description of each organizer along with a picture. At the end of the article is a table summarizing the basic
features of each, allowing for a quick comparison of all models and brands.
Prospective buyers are also advised to read all information distributed in the stores, try out any demos
or examples available, consider the type of storage features required, and any available budget. For
those who cannot decide and have an unlimited budget, purchasing the most expensive model of each
type would cost a total of $15,182L or a total of $57.29 USD (at the exchange rate of $265L per USD).

Graffix
This is a heads-up-display (HUD) model with an unlimited number of textures
shown in a 3 x 3 array. Owners can add and delete textures, but cannot automatically delete duplicates. Instructions are available through a help button on the device. This organizer can be purchased on Dryas.

KUBiC Labs Advanced Texture Organizer
The KUBiC organizer is often used by members of Second Life to sell texture
packages because each organizer is sold with one device for personal use and
one for resale use. The organizer, capable of holding an unlimited number of
textures, offers a variety of three different displays: 4 x 4, 4 x 8, and 6 x 9.
Users can add and delete textures, but cannot automatically delete duplicates. The complete package, consisting of one organizer with modify and
copy permissions and one with modify, copy, and transfer permissions, is sold
on the Algira sim.

Texture Organizer
This organizer, sold on the MoonRising Isle, is offered as an object or a HUD. Displays
offering 6 and 12 textures are available in each format while a 16-texture display is
offered in object format only. Owners can add and delete textures, and instructions
are available. The product can be modified and copied.
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TRU Texture Organizer HUD
This HUD device is offered for free through the Textures R Us (TRU) store on English Rose. The package includes instructions to guide the user in moving textures
into and out of the device. Textures on the TRU organizer are displayed in a 1 x 10
array. The device is offered with copy permissions and a search function.

YATO-BF 0.2
This free, full-permission organizer can be found in several places across the grid in
a package containing an object-based (24 prims) and HUD-based organizer. Textures on the YATO-BF are displayed in a 4 x 4 array and can be shown in a magnified
mode which clicked upon. Hover text with texture name and UUID is displayed above
the magnified image. The device allows for the addition and deletion of images and
comes preloaded with a few textures. Instructions are also available in the package
and through a help button on the device.

LD Texture Organizer
by Langweiliger Dreier
The LD organizer is an object that displays textures in a 10 x 10 array. The
texture name is shown when a particular texture is clicked. The owner can add
or delete an unlimited number of textures to and from the device. A set of
textures are preloaded in the organizer, and instructions are accessed through
a help button. This product, sold in a package of 10 organizers, cannot be copied. However, organizers can be modified and transferred. Those searching for
the LD Texture Organizer can find it for sale on the Brasil 1 sim.

Slim Texture Organizer
This object-based organizer, consisting of 28 prims, presents textures on two 6 x 6
arrays creating a book-like feature capable of displaying 24 total textures at a time.
Owners can add and delete textures, and instructions are available that provide a
method of sharing the device with a group. This product is sold in packs of three
organizers—all of which can be modified and transferred. Although each organizer
can theoretically hold an unlimited amount of textures, the designer has advised
limiting textures in each organizer to 240 to decrease the amount of time needed to
flip through the device. Using this approach, organizers can then be used to hold one
category of textures, such as “floors.” Those interested in checking out the Slim Texture Organizer can try the example in the store on Pangaea.
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THINC Texture Organizer
THINC offers two types of organizers—each with a choice of models set
with different permission levels. The THINC Texture Organizer holds and
unlimited number of textures displayed in a 3 x 3 array. One model is
offered with modify and transfer permissions while the other has modify
and copy permissions set. A Single Texture Organizer is also offered for
sale with two models of permission settings similar to those of the Texture
Organizer. As indicated in the name, this organizer only displays one texture at a time. Owners can add to and delete textures from all models, and
hover text above each indicates the total number of textures and texture
names. The THINC models are sold on the THINC sim with a set of instructions, and prospective buyers can try out the floor models at that location.

NN Thumbnailer
The NN Thumbnailer is an object-based organizer consisting of 20 prims
and displaying textures in a 4 x 4 array. The device is sold with copy and
modify permissions. A number of textures come preloaded, and owners
can add and delete an unlimited number of textures. A hover text display
above the organizer indicates the total number of textures, where the
organizer is in that total display, and the name of the texture. Those interested in this organizer can check out examples of the model, available
with modify and copy permissions, on the Terra sim.

Andromeda Quonset Texture Organizer
Designed to simulate the Star Trek Library Computer Access and Retrieval
System, or LCARS, this organizer features images in a 2 x 8 array. The
device can also display a magnified view of a selected texture. Users can
upload an unlimited number of textures either from their inventory or directly from a prim without first taking them into inventory. There are also
two security modes, simple and detailed, for sharing with groups and the
public. These enhanced security settings even allow for setting of permissions separately on all prim and dialog button commands. Although instructions are provided, users can join a group, AQ Products, for technical
support. Two models of the organizer are available on the Queue sim: one
with modify and transfer permissions and one with modify and copy permissions. Those interested can try out the demo in the store.
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HUD Texture Organizer
By Birans
This organizer is a HUD-based device capable of displaying 8 textures at a
time or magnifying and tiling one selected texture. Users can store textures
within the HUD into a maximum of 200 folders or categories providing a
more efficient method of texture storage and retrieval. There is a search
function available and a counter to indicate the number of textures in each
folder. Sold in Birans New Gadgets Store in Bethselamin, this organizer
comes with modify and copy permissions.

Texzilla
The Texzilla is a HUD-device that displays textures in a 4 x 5 array
and provides the capability to display seamless tiling of an image. This
organizer allows for the addition and deletion of textures and the organizing of textures into 17 different categories. Total number of textures, page numbers, and texture names are displayed on the screen.
Users can also obtain the UUID from the device. This organizer comes
with modify and copy permissions and is sold on the Cevedale sim.

Building Blocks Texture Display HUD
A HUD-based device, this texture organizer holds an unlimited number
of textures. Owners can add textures that are then displayed in a 3 x
15 array. There are also a number of textures preloaded on the device. This HUD offers seamless tiling of each texture and has modify
and copy permissions. Textures can also be placed into categories
within the HUD using a folder-type function allowing for more efficient
storage of images. A unique aspect of the device is that the user can
choose to project a large image of the texture onto their computer
screen. This projection can also be displayed as a seamless tiled image. Prospective buyers will find this organizer on the Bourbourton
sim at the Building Blocks store.
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MagnaMural Texture Organizer & Texture Display
The MagnaMural is an object-based tool made up of only four
prims displaying one texture at a time. An unlimited number of
textures can be added to the device, and users can access the
UUID for each texture. Search capabilities are also available by
exporting a list of textures from the organizer, printing the output
which contains all texture names and assigned numbers, and then
“chatting” the numbers in world for the texture desired. The device is sold with modify and copy permissions on the Oddjob
sim—the entire package contains an organizer with over 200 preloaded images, one that has no preloaded textures, one with only
one texture, a demo unit, and a 20 m x 20 m frame. The MagnaMural can be resized through the use of chat commands. Because
the instructions provided are comprehensive and offer many suggestions for alternate uses of the device, prospective customers
should check out this additional information at http://
magnamural.astroblahhh.com. Demo units can also be picked up
at the store on Oddjob.

Lestat’s Texture Organizer
Lestat’s organizer, sold at Memnoch’s Madness on Fruggoof, is available in a
variety of models, each containing an object or HUD-based version with instructions. An unlimited number of textures can be added or deleted and are
displayed in a 4 x 4 array for use by an owner, group, or the public. Images
can be viewed in the array format or in a tiled or full-screen display. Buyers
have the choice of a model with modify and transfer permissions or one with
modify and copy permissions. Three versions are sold, each with an increasing
number of folders allowing for textures to be placed into the organizer by
category.

Opus Labs Texture Organizers
Opus Labs has the most complex offering of organizers with five different models available. All hold an unlimited
number of textures, all allow for the addition and deletion of textures, and instructions are available for each model.
Each model also displays seamless tiling and provides a stretch mode. All of the organizers, with the exception of the
HUD-based device, have hover text to indicate the texture names and the total number of textures in the organizer.
Each also has the ability to allow for sharing with a group and the public. All models are capable of removing duplicates in a fast and intelligent manner.
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In the very near future, the designer plans to release models with the
following additional features: search capabilities for all models and
searching and sharing between multiple users using the HUD-based
organizer.
The Opus Labs organizers have a few features that are unique among
those sold across the grid. Each of the object-based products in the
system models come with a “rezzer” device allowing organizers to be
stored within the rezzer. This method helps to reduce prim load when
the organizer is not in use. The HUD provided in each system model is
capable of connecting to multiple organizers and rezzers within the
same sim—two at the same time if the owner attaches two HUDs.

•

The Texture Organizer Lite, made up of 3 prims, displays textures

in a 4 x 4 array. This model is sold in a set of three and has modify
and transfer permissions set.

•

The Texture Organizer SE, also made up of 3 prims, displays tex-

tures in a 4 x 4 array. This model is sold with modify and copy permissions.

•

The Texture Organizer System SE includes both an object-based device similar to the Texture Organizer SE
model. However, this system also includes the Texture HUD System—a device offering a 2 x 8 display of textures. Although the organizer can be modified and copied, three rezzers are sold with the System SE and each
can only be modified.

•

The Texture Organizer System XT is similar to the System SE model. However, this system also includes the
ability to sort textures and the rezzer sold with this model can be copied.

•

The Texture Organizer HUD System provides the buyer with a HUD-based device and single-prim canister objects. The owner of this system places the textures in the canisters, and the HUD accesses textures placed in the
canisters.

Texture Palette
This texture organizer comes in an object and HUD format—both are
provided with preloaded textures and the ability to hold an unlimited
number of textures. The object-based device, made up of 20 prims,
allows its owner to display textures in a variety of arrays: 3 x 3, 3 x
4, 4 x 4, and 1 x 1. The Texture Palette allows its owner to add and
delete textures and provides a search function. A hover text display
indicates the number of textures and texture names, and seamless
tiling is available. The model is sold with instructions and has modify
and copy permissions set. Those visiting the store in Distorted can
try out the floor model on display.

PRODUCT REVIEW

K.R. Engineering Texture Master
The Texture Master can be purchased as an object or as a HUD device, and
both models are capable of holding an unlimited number of textures. The
object-based model is made up of 48 prims and displays textures in a 4 x 4
array with a hover text feature showing the total number of textures and
the texture name. This model can also be shared with a group or the public.
Both models have search capabilities, allow for texture additions and deletions, removal of duplicates, seamless tiling, and can be modified and copied. However, users are cautioned that stretching the device will cause it to
fail so the organizer must remain in its default size. Those interested in this
organizer will find a display model and a set of instructions at the store in
the Karoastoff sim.

Cortex Designs Texture Organizer
The organizer sold at Cortex Designs is a object-based device consisting of 29
prims and capable of holding an unlimited number of textures displayed in a 4
x 4 array. Seamless tiling of textures is also available. A hover text display
shows the total number of textures and texture names. Owners can add or
delete textures and remove duplicates, and the organizer can be shared with a
group or the public. This product is available with modify and transfer permissions or in a model that can be modified and copied. Interested shoppers can
try out examples of the device at the store on Tawhaki.

Kwerks Labs Texture Organizer
Kwerks Labs offers texture organizers in several different configurations,
all allowing for storage of an unlimited number of textures. Prospective
buyers will find model displays set up in the store. All except the HUDbased organizer have a hover text display that indicates the total number
of textures and texture names. The object-based models can be shared
with a group or the public. All models allow for the addition and deletion
of textures and removal of duplicates, and all have instructions, search
capabilities, provide seamless tiling capabilities, and are sold with modify
and transfer permissions. If buyers are interested in a model with modify
and copy permissions, they may purchase one for double the price of a
regular model by contacting the store owner, JB Kraft. The store owner
will also take a return on any model within a week of purchase in an effort to allow buyers to demo the units.
Disclosure Statement: Please note that one the publishers of this magazine sells textures at the Textures R Us store on English Rose with an
alternate Second Life account. This statement is being made in an effort to fully disclose any conflicts of interest that may be perceived. No
artist at the store receives any monies or funds from the sale of the TRU Texture Organizer which is offered for free at the store.
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Although efforts were made by the SLEngineer staff to locate all organizers sold inworld, there may have been some that were missed. If you are the creator of an
organizer that was not featured, we apologize and ask that you please contact the
SLEngineer at mail@slengineer.org and let us know about your product for inclusion
in future issues.
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